FRUIT & VEGETABLE CRATES
BOX3000 e BOX3000M
6416 BOX3000

Features
Made of polypropylene (PP) with additives to
resist ultraviolet rays, complying with
European standards UNI-EN 13117
Dedicated to the fruit and vegetable sector,
they are green and are available in four
formats
Specially designed for food, are easily
washable and do not undergo tare
movements
They are well ventilated to facilitate fruit and
vegetable transpiration and are equipped with
removable interlocking label holders

6416 BOX3000 M
with closing lever

They are suitable for refrigerated shelves
Operating temperature: the boxes are suitable
for use at temperatures between -10 and +50
degrees centigrade

Advantages
 Optimal transport packaging that
guarantees freshness and quality of
goods throughout the production chain,
particularly for fruit and vegetables, from
the producer to large-scale distribution
 Significant reduction of damage to goods
during transport and storage

 Easy and safe foldable stacking
 Optimum protection during transport
guaranteed by stability and rounded
internal corners
 Folding side panels reduce space and
empty handling costs (4 closed crates
occupy the space of 1 open - ref. Model
F6416)

 Reusable packaging system
 Completely recyclable in every part, CPR
System crates eliminate any packaging
waste which would impact the environment
 The BOX3000M case is equipped with a
lever for a quicker and safer manual closure
of the banks

Dimensions and specifications*
DIMENSIONS
Length x Width x Height in mm

TYPE
AND MODELS

64xx

34xx

External Size

Internal usable
space

Stack height
useable
internal

external

WEIGHT

VOLUME

CARRYING CAPACITY

Tare (g)

Internal
Volume
in Lt

Maximum weight
that can be
contained
in kg

Max top
load in kg

LOGISTICS
Composition
loading units
No. of Crates

Weight
per LU in
kg ***

Total
load
weight in
kg ****

6421

600x400x229

570x370x212

205

220

1.980

44,9

20

500

4 rowsx30x2=240

525

17.325

6416**

600x400x180

570x370x165

156

171

1.830

35

15

500

4 rowsx30x2=240

489

16.137

6410

600x400x119

570x370x104

95

110

1.470

22

10

500

4 rowsx30x2=240

403

13.299

3416

300x400x180

270x370x165

156

171

1.130

16.5

8

500

8 rowsx30x2=480

597

19.701

note: (*) +/- tolerance possible (**) the 6416M case with lever has the same characteristics (***) LU= loading units - including 2 pallets under crates weighing 25 kg (****) for weights of 33 LU

Instructions for use

Unstack

Raise long sides

Raise short sides

Hook long and short sides

Close short sides

Close slong sides

Stack

Values are indicative - CPR reserves the right to change the above information without notice.
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